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The CIL .. IID:.1N (India)~ I declare OJJen the one hundred 2"nd ninety-fourth 

meeting of the Conference of the Eighteen-Nation Committee on Disarmament • 

.J.e India happens to be the first on the list of speakers for today, I should 

like, with your permission, to r:1ake a stc:ten;ent now on behalf of my delegation. 

l~.s I am speaking for the first time at the present session of the Conference 9 

let me first say on behalf of my deleg~tion how very grateful we are to all our 

colleagues for their -vrarm and moving tributes to the memory of our late Prime 

Minister, Jawaharlal Nehru. :My delegation has already thanked them; but, as 

further tributes have been paid, I shoulQ like to take this opportunity to express 

our deep appreciation once again. 

~ll the tributes from our colleagues have laid stress on our late Prime 

Minister's contribution to peace and disarmament. ...~.s we have a nevf Government 

now in India, perhaps our colleagues may wish to know its broad approach to some 

of these problems. In a recent address to the nation, our present Prime Minister, 

Lal Bahadur Shastri, reaffinued India's basic policies. Speaking on peace and 

disarmament, he said that this is the greatest problem which faces us today and 

that the supreme task of the United Nations, to which India gives its full support, 

is to ensure not only that war is outla1~·ed but that it is also made impossible. 

While expressing his agreement with President Johnson's view that a world without 

war would be the most fitting memorial to Jawaharlal Nehru, our Prime Minister said: 
11 1rTe pledge ourselves toda;y-, in co-operation vri th other peaceful 

nations, to continue to work for the realization of this ideal". 

In conformity Hith that pledge, QY delegation will continue to exert every 

effort to ensure the success of our Conference. We shall continue our close and 

friendly co-operation with all other delegations. Those are the instructions 

which we have received, and as I have returned to Geneva only recently, may I 

thank all my colleagues for the welcome which they have kindly extended to me? 

May I also add my voice to the welcome which has been extended to our distinguished 

co-Chairmen and to our new colleagues? 

Our session started in the early part of this month, and, as Qany of our 

colleagues have observed, we are meeting in favourable conditions. The three 

agreements of last year and the fourth which was reached this year have helped 

to improve the international atmosphere. .I~.l though tho agreements were reached 
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outside the Conf0rencs, they aro clusaly rcl~tcd to our ~ark. 

one of our basic t~sks to ko0p this i~;roveuent alive and to strengthen it still 

further. 

In the Conference itself 1iG ha,ve rx:Lcle :." good beginning b;yr ado~)ting for the 

first tiL1e a busi::1er:Sslike ac;,end.a (ENTIC/PV.l9l, J,;p. 5, 6). Our leeciling collec.,gues 

have also assured us ths"t on SC'Lie of the r,>atters -vrJ.1ich we are discussing their 

attitude 1.;-ill be more flexible. We naturally welcomo this assurance, because, 

as our Soviet colleague J:~r. Zorin has ;ointed out, a w1ilateral solution of the 

disarnaraent probbu is ir;;J;Jo::osible (ES:':DC/PV.l88, p. 16). It will be easier to 

move towards a solution if greater flexibility is show~ and there is a spirit of 

accoc~odation on both sides. Thus this assurance has created the hope that our 

now session may bring greater proc::;ress in our 1imrk. 

1'/s are today resur:1ing our discussion of the question of the elimination of 

nuclear delivery ve~icles. The discussion which has already taken place has in 

our view been helpful. It has been marked_ in yarticular by what our United 

Kingdou colleD.gue:, rir. Thor:Jas, referred to on 9 June c;,s an advance in the Soviet 

1c1r. S'homas has suc::,gested 9 hovrever 7 that, as serious 

difficulties still remain, we might move on to other items of the agenda. My 

delegation agrees that the other items are of Ereat import~nce, and, if by mutual 

agreement they are given a higher priority in the preser1t session, wc too would 

agree. It does seer;; to us, ho-v;ever 1 thc.;,t, as the Soviet position has shown a 

continued advance and greateT fl8xi bili ty has be;~n 1..::ror;;ised 9 it is desirable to 

go on with our present discussion. 'rhis ;;1ay help us tJ find uays of reducing 

some of the difficulties, even if for teclmical or 1-1oli tical reasons an early 

agreement may not be easy. 

It has bGGn ~m6·gested by OUT Soviet colleague and other r(;;'presenta ti ves of 

socialist coW1tries that furtl1er discussion LJight take ]Jla,ce on the basis of the 

Indian proposal. The advantage of having an agreed basis within the scope of the 

appropriate i teD of the agreed procedure of -v.-orlc is tha.t it gives some direction 

to our thinking and discussion. ~h th that end in viEni -we put forward a proposal 

on 24 March for our colleagues' consiC;_er'-" tion (E:r:mcjPV .177 9 p. 28). 

fication of the proposal vas given later? on 28 ..:~.pril (ElillC/PV.l87, p. 

Some clari-

58). We 

feel that it raight be helpful if 9 in the; light of the discussions that have taken 

place, that proposal could be considered further. 
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(The Chairman, India) 

Our broad c:pproach to ths q_usstion- of the eliraination of nuclear delivery 

vehicles is generally the saue as thCLt of our colleagues. VJe are all agreed 

that an area of agreement exists between the two sides and every effort should 

be made to widen it. Some 1-ddening has slready taken place as a result of the 

changes in the Soviet Union's position. T~ose changes, we must recognize, have 

been made with a view to facilitating an agreeue~t. ~~ further widening of the 

area should be possible if e;-reater flexibility and understanding are shown in 

our discussions. Our colleagues Sir Faul Mason (EJmCjPV.l90 2 :pp. 19 et seq.) 

Mr. Cavalletti (ibid., :pp. 13 et seq.) and others have outlined the area of -- -
agreement. I shall not cover the s&L1G ground, but I should like to stress some 

of the points which seem important to us. 

We are all agreed, in the first place, th~t the elimination of nuclear 

delivery vehicles lies at the heart of the disarmament problem. There cannot 

be much progress in negotiating a treaty if there is no agreement on that ~uestion. 

We have been asked by the United Nations, (A/RES/l908(XVIII)), and the wbole world 

expects us, to carry out the negotiations with a high sense of urgency. Unless 

some progress is made, the threat presented by countries which have rejected the 

very idea of disarmament will steadily increase. That threat has led countries 

such as ours which a:"e wedded to clisarmaElent to strengthen their defences. Thus 

we are involved in a vicious circle 9 vvhich is a particularly painful one for the 

developing countries. Their burden has increased, as they have to meet threats 

to their security and at the sarr1e tircw carry out their development plans. The 

only way out is to intensify our ei'fort to reach an agree1Lent on the elimination 

of nuclear deli very vehicles. Our negotiations will then move forward 9 and vre 

may soon be in a better position to consider the imJ)ortant question of how to 

make the treaty applicable to all countries. 

~~nother point on which we are all agreed is that tota:L eliinination should 

not take place in the first or second stage but should be reserved for the third 

stage. Our Western colleagues have su,._;~ested that stability and security depend 

on a balance of nuclear pO'i'Ter between the two sides. They have suggested the 

maintenance of nuclear missile shields during the disarmamsnt process. vlhether 

a balance at the existing high level gives the right kind of security is a point 

which might be considered. later. Ho"\Tever 9 the "~Jestern suggestion for the 

maintenance of shields has been accepted by the Soviet side. 
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(The Chaiman 2 Inclia) 

Thus we have another point on 1-rhict. there is agreement) and I might add 

that we too -- that is, countries such as India -- are interested in the question 

of security. In fact security is a world problem; it is not a problem which 

concerns the nuclear Po-vwrs only. .~s VJe pointed out on 24 r.J:arch (END C /PV. l 77 2 

p. 30), while we vJish tc eliminate the danger of nuclear 1var 9 vie have also to 

bear in mind the imj)ortant consideration that our efforts should not give wrong 

ideas to an adventurist Po1rer 9 or encourage it to indulge in aggressive activities 

with its superior conventional forces. 

There is a third :;:.oint which is of particular importance. It relates ~o 

the actual level of balance of nuclear power needed to ensure genuine security. 

I ~~ stating the position as we see it; and if our analysis is not correct we 

shall no doubt be corrected. lf[hile nuclear armaments seem to foro an integral 

part of the mix of weapons and defence structures of the nuclear Powers, I am 

sure we will all agree that they fall into a special category. They have a 

special purpose and character 1-rhich distinguish them from ether types of 

armaments. For the first time in man 1 s his tory a vreapon has been created which 

cannot easily be used. In fact, if used at all 9 this ~ust inevitably lead to 

mutual suicide an~ annihilation. vTe cannot ir;mgine any international problem 

which exists at present or may arise in future to >vhich such a solution can be 

applied. 

Nevertheless the situation is such that the threat of use of nuclear 

weapons 9 although the threat may never be carried out, seems to operate as a 

deterrent. In that somewhat noga ti ve sense 9 the deterrent ruay have helped to 

preserve an uneas;y peace. ~ more positive effect is that on both sides 

recognition of the danger has led to greater r·estraint. From the point of 

view of security~ however 9 such value a,s a deterrent has seems to depend on 

its being kept at a reasonably low level. ...l. level which is steadily expanding 

or is already higher than that sufficient for the purpose of deterrence involves 

grave dangers. Far from ensuring security, it is, as we see it 9 a threat to 

security and stability. 

It seems that the level of wha-t ma;y be regarded as a true <ieterrent has 

already been greatly exceeded. T~is is confirmed by such facts as have been 

disclosed to the Corarai ttee and by various stc:teJ:ients made by leaders of both 
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(The ChairJr,an 9 India) 

sides. I need not repeat those stater,:ents 9 wl1ich have often been quoted in our 

ComL1i ttee. I ·vrill r.1ention only the stater.wnt vrhich th8 late President Kennedy 

made to the United Nations General .L~sser.Jbly three years ago. Our Bulgarian 

colleague 9 lllr. Lukanov, also referred to that statel!Jent the other day 

(ENDC/PV.l92 9 p. 6). The late President said: 

"Every E1an 9 WOIJan and child lives {todai} under a nuclear sword 

of Darnocles, hanging b,y the slenderest of threads 9 capable of being 

cut at any moment by accident or L1iscalculation 9 or by madness . 11 

(1~/PV .1013 9 l)ara. 50) 

The late President then went on to describe the existence of these weapons as a 

source 9 not of security, but of horror 9 discord and distrust. 

That was the situation three years ago; and, as our colleage Mr. Foster 

has informed us 9 there has been an enoruous increase in the United States 

inventory since then. .:.!.. siEJilar increase LJust have taken place in the Soviet 

inventory. Is it not right, therefore, to conclude that the accwnulation of 

all these armaments on both sides has reached a level which is a threat to 

hvmaYJ.ity? If it was a threat three yec..rs ago ·when the late President Kennedy 

spoke, it must be a greater threat now. The level has clearly passed the danger 

point and is very much above the minirilUL1 level needed for genuine security or for 

deterrence. 

How, then, is the situation to be remedied? If we are living under a 

nuclear sword which can fall on us at any moment, can it be said that we have 

conditions of security? It seems that such security as a true deterrent may be 

expected to provide has been comjJror,lised by this exj;)anding level. It is a 

matter of some satisfaction that both sides seem to recognize this growing danger. 

Our United States colleagues have suggested an immediate agreement for the 

stoppage of production of certain types of nuclear arm~Jents. They have suggested 

as a measure of high priority a verified freeze of strategic vehicles and fission-

able material for weapon use. Those suggestions are being considered separately, 

and I am not going to speak on thera today. The only QUestion which sometimes 

troubles us is that 9 if a high priority is considered essential for a stoppage 

of production of certain types of nuclear armaments 9 why should the s~ne priority 

not be accorded. to the reduction and elimination of nuclear armaments? 
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As far as reduction and elimination are concerned, it has been suggested that 

balance can be pre::erved only by applying uniform cuts to all types of armaments in 

the three stages of disarmament. As regards stoppage of production which might 

also affect balance if confined to certain sectors in which one side is weaker or 

stronger than the ether ··-, a clear distinction has been made between various type::; 

of arm?Jllents. Stoppage of production is, of course, essential, and we hope that 

it will be brought about in a balanced way· and on an agreed basis, However, this 

by itself will not eliminate the danger created by the level of existing stocks of 

nuclear armaments. Those stocks, as we have been repeatedly told, are sufficient 

to destroy all life on our planet. Therefore it seems to us that the inter~ 

:..~elationship of stoppage of production and reduction or elimination of nuclear stocks 

might be recognized, In both those fields, in our view, some sort of priority 

,qpp:.·onr:h might help us in our search for a solution. 

'.L'hose are some of the considerations which led us to make a proposal at the 

177-t,h meeting and to clarify it at the 187th meeting. (supra. p.6 ) Two possible 

methods l1ave been suggested for reducing and eliminating the menace of nuclear 

armmnents. I shall not go into the details of the Gromyko proposal (ENDC/2/Rev,l/Add.l) 

and of the United States proposal (ENDC/30 and Corr.l and Add.l, 2, 3), which have 

often been discussed here. Our own proposal seeks some sort of middle road which 

might help to ensure an advance towards an agreed solution. The proposal is that the 

reduction of existing stocks of nuclear delivery vehicles on both sides to a less 

cangerous level, or to a level needed solely for the purpose of deterrence, should 

have thG same high priority as has been suggested for the stoppage of production of 

certain ty,pes of nuclear armaments. The reduced levels should be established as 

early as practicable and should be maintained throughout the disarmament process. 

AJ.:'.. remaining stocks should be destroyed under effective international control. 

That is what we mean by a "nuclear umbrella", or a minimum nuclear deterrent, 

>::1ich would give greater security by reducing other dangers. Under the shade of this 
11"Jmbrella 11 , or minimum nuclear deterrent, which would be established at the earliest 

practicable stage, other agreed disarmament measures would be carried out under 

effective international control. How, when, where and in >-rhat shape the 11umbrella 11 

uould be set up are all matters of detail. The suggestion we have made is that all 

such matters should be considered by a working group. That was the suggestion of our 
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Western colleagues~ c.nd we ho.ve nccopted their suggestion. The working group must, 

however, know whnt precisely VJG have in mind, It must ho.vo o. clenr directive, 

or cleo.r terms of reference, Othe:cvise the com~se of discussion will follow the 

same general course ns the discussi'm in the r:1o.ir:: Conference. 

\Je o.re glad tho.t our Soviet oollengue Qlld our colleagues from the other 

socialist countries have accepted the suggestion for o. working group. 

distinct gain, as we may need Harking groups for other purposes c.lso. 

That is o. 

Our 

colleagues have, however, suggested that the prlnciple of a 11nuclear runorella 11 

should first be accepted. As He see it., this me8.lls in effect that the Horking 

group should have a clear directive to examine} on the basis of the ,Joint Statement 

of Agreed Pr:1_nciples (E.NDC/5), practical methods to reduce the existing level of 

stocks of nuclear delivery vehicles on both sides to a level needed solely for the 

purpose of deterrence, at the earliest practicable stage. 

i!Je presume that the representatives of the Soviet Union and other socialist 

countries are not insisting on any other conditions, Our OHn position has always 

been that all matters of detail should first be examined by· the working group. We 

have not expressed any views on the details of the Gromyko proposal; nor have He 

agreed to the study by the experts being confined to the proposals of only one side. 

Both sides -- and indeed all delegations --- should have the right to mo..ke proposals 

on the basis of the terms of reference. As the representative of Nigeric., ll.ir. Obi, 

has pointed out (ENDC/PV .192, p.l7) _9 even more radical plans than the Soviet plan may 

be proposed. Other plans proposed on the basis of the terms of reference moy be 

less radical. Our Soviet collec.gue, Mr. Zorin, does not seem to disagree with that 

view. On 23 June he saidg 
11We think that the Harking group could examine such specific questions 

as the number, type and power of the intercontinental; anti-missile 

and anti-aircraft missiles to be retained by the Soviet Union and the 

United States until the end of the disarmament process~ the manner 

of distribution of these missiles; the order of their destruction at 

the end of the third stage, end. the method of control over them. n 

(J?NDC/PV. ~ 92 LJ2 ._;Q) 
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On no specific issue or matter of detail, including such matters as the method of 

reduction or whether equal or unequal numbers are to be retained by each nuclear side, 

bearing in mind geographical and other considerations, can a comn1itment be expected 

in advance. If 'we have understood Mr. Zorin correctly, no such commitment has been 

asked for on matters of detail. 

We understand that the terms of reference of the working group have been 

discussed, or are being discussed, by the two co-Chairmen. vJe hope that their 

efforts will be successful. The composition of the proposed working group is also 

a matter of importance, although that might be considered later. So far as the terms 

of reference are concerned, a possible approach might be to direct the working group, 

under item 5 (b) of our agreed procedure of work (ENDC/52), to examine and to report 

on specific iisues arising from any proposal which may be made by any participating 

member for the reduction and elimination of nuclear delivery vehicles, on the basis 

of the Joint Statement of Agreed Principles (ENDC/5) and as part of the disarmament 

process, with the ai1:1 -- and I should like to emphasize that this is the crux of the 

matter, as it gives a clear directive to the working group -- of ensuring that at the 

earliest practicable stage of the disarmament process the existing stocks of each 

nuclear side are reduced to the minimum level of a specific nuclear deterrent, or a 
11nuclear umbrella 11 , vthich would be retained by each nuclear side for the purpose of 

ensuring security until the end of the disarmament process, all other stocks of each 

nuclear side being destroyed under effective international control. We are not 

committed to any specific formula. ~!e have put forward our suggestion as a possible 

basis for further discussion. 

Mr. PEX:;HOTA (Czechoslovalda) (translation from Russian): During the last 

three weeks of our negotiations the demand has been voiced almost unanimously that the 

Committee should at last proceed to a concrete, business-like consideration of the 

problems confronting it. In our opinion, this demand is fully justified not only as 

regards collateral measures but, above all, as regards measures of general and complete 

disarmament. We consider that the general atmosphere in which our work is bei~g 

carried on makes it possible to hope that such an approach could yield positive 

results. This hope is strengthened by the new initiatives and proposals on the part 

of the delegation of the Soviet Union. 
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Tod8,Y, when we are considering problems of general and complete disat'mament, 

I should like to say a fevr words concer-ning the Soviet proposal (ENDC/PV .188, p.l7) to 

sGt up a vJOrk:J.ng group Hhich~ on the basis of adoption of the principle of a ;'nuclear 

umbrellan, woulcl deal with th·J spec:Lfic problems and details involved in the 

implementation of apr;ropria:te measures for the eliminco.tion of nuclear weapon cielivery 

vehicles, vie thi:.1k that ·i:;bis nm.J proposal. by the Soviet delegation creates a suitable 

basis fol' achieving substant:i.al p::-oe-;J:·oss in t_ r; nego-~iations of the Committee on general 

and complete disarmEU11en~;. We are comri.nced of this both by the whole course of 

the preceding negotL:ri:.icms o;__, the ouestj on of el]rninc:J.lng nuclear vreapon delivery 

vehicles a:.r1d by the f?.V01..U'abJ o recepi:,ion g;iven to the Soviet proposal. 

:r:n Ol.l.I' opir,icL; there .·1ave emergecl possibilities of rwving our negotiation.s 

forward, But, as we kl10"h', the possibilities depend in the last analysis on the 

wilj_ of all the pa:C'tners arnund ti1e confer<=mce table, ·vJe welcomed the fact v.rhen the 

representatives o.f:' the vJestern s·~ates also recognized that the Committee must move on, 

at last, to a concrete, bus:l.nr:~ss~lH:e discussion. 

But now_, un::'ortunately, our Hestern colleagues are beginning to have 

reservations. They den;y tL3 r;.oed to have a definite, agreed pJ.an of action as a 

b1.slc prerequisite for business-~like discussion of the pro~Jlem in a working group. 

Our Hesi~,0rn colleagues p-c;t forvrard various objections. On.the one hand, they 

d8cle:re ·:jhat their p:coposaJ. Rlso provides fJr the establishment of a sort of 

llnuclear umbrella.~. On ·\:,be other hand, our ivestern colleagues try to raise a number 

of ob,j ection.~; from t,hf3 all\::ge.t5.on that the conce:Jt of 3. "nuclear umbrella 11 is 

insufficieni:.Iy clAfined, to statements that this concept is unacceptable to their 

. cour.Ltrios" !'1 so ci.oing they are clearly and persisten·cly seeking to substitute 

for this equitable principle the United States proposal for a perc;mtage reduction 

uf the number of nucl8ar Heapon deli7e:r.y 7ehicles. 

As regm'ds -the substs.nce o:;:' the var·ious arguments advanced by our Hestern 

colleagues against. the So-riet proposal Jc.o proceed. to the consideration of the question 

of tho elimination of delivery- vehicles in an appropriate working body- on the basis of 

adoption of ~;l1e principlo of a ''nuclea:..~ u...rnbrella 11 , we canno·c fail to note that these 

arguments are fo::' the most part aTtific:tal and are not based on the true situation. 
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Very significant, for instance, is the comment made by the United States 

representative, Hr. Foster, that the llnuclear umbrellart under the Soviet proposal 

requires the eliminatio11 of about 97 to 99 per cent of all nuclear deli very vehicles 

in eighteen months (ENDC/PV.l90, p.47). The Deputy Minister of Foreign Affairs of 

the Soviet Union, ril~. Zorin, pointed out on 23 June that there is no foundation for 

such an assertion (ENDC/PV.l92, p.25). Indeed, neither the delegation of the Soviet 

Union nor the delegations of the ot,her socialist countries have ever adduced any such 

figures as would give our Western colleagues grounds for drawing such conclusions from 

the Soviet proposal. As 1'1r. Zorin emphasized in his statement at that meeting, the 

basis of the concept of a llnuclear umbrella" is the retention of. -
11 ••• a minimum quantity of missiles with nuclear warheads which should 

be sufficient to deter any aggressor beforehand and would thus make it 

possible to eliminate all the remaining means of delivery· in the 

earliest stage of disarmarnent. 11 (ibid.-LJ?~2.4) 

Equally unfounded, in our opinion, is the assertion put forward by some 

delegations of the ';.Jestern countries that in proposing the adoption of the principle 

of a "nuclear umbrella 11 as the basis for consideration of the problem ln a working 

body, the Soviet Union and the other socialist countries seek to ensure that the 

negotiations are conducted on the basis of the proposals of only one side. It is 

t:-ue that it 1.ras t:13 Soviet Union that introduced into the negotiations on general 

and complete disarmament the idea of retaining a "nuclear umbrella"; and, in our 

opinion, this should be regarded as striking evidence of its efforts to find a mutually

acceptable basis for negotiations on the problems of the elimination of delivery vehicles. 

After all, this p~oposal has met with wide support throughout the world and, moreover, 

not only from public opinion but also from the governments of many countries. This 

has been shom~ in the work of this Cormnittee as well as outside it, for instance at 

the seventeenth and eighteenth sessions of the United Nations General Assembly. 

There is ne> need to stress that the proposal for the retention of a 11nuclear 

umbrella" represents a substantial change in comparison with the original proposal 

of the Soviet Uniorc for the total elimination of delivery vehicles in the first stage 

(ENDC/2). In adoptin2 the concept of a "nuclear umbrella 11 , the Soviet Government 

has gone a long wa~l to meet the position of the lrJestern Powers) it has shown the 

utmost flexibility and has again demonstrated its desire to reach a mutually

acceptable agreement. 
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In contrast to this the delegations of the Vlestern Powers have, during all 

this time, adhered to their original unacceptable proposal for a percentage reduction 

and have shown no willingness to take the slightest step towards reaching agreement 

on the elimination of nuclear weapon delivery vehicles. Now our Western colleagues 

picture the matter as though the Srwiet Union were seeking to have only its own 

proposals considered. I think that the very history of our negotiations on the 

problem of eliminating nuclear weapon deliveryvehicles provides the best refutation 

of this allegation. 

What position has the United States dele;;;ation, for example, adopted towards 

the Soviet proposal? In the statement made by the United States representative, 

Mr. Foster, on 16 June there was indeed an expression of agreement to the establishment 

of a technical working group to deal with the problem nf delivery vehicles 

(ENDC/PV.l90, p.48). But as regards the basis for such discussions, Mr. Foster 

referred to the wording of item 5(b) of the a~reed procedure of work (ENDC/52) that 

all proposals relevant to this agenda item be opon for discussion in such a working 

group. 

Such a position is obviously intended to create an impression of the flexibility 

and readiness of the United States to discuss any proposal in the working group. 

But we cannot help drawing the conclusion that this flexibility is only· apparent., 

It was at the same meeting that Hr. Foster stated quite frankly that the United 

states could not agree to the Soviet proposal "either i::1 principle or as the basis 

for negotiations." (ENDC/PV .190..'1 p.47). 

It is obvious that such a statement is not likely to increase the hopes which 

have been engendered by certain si~ns of an im~roved state of affairs in our 

negotiations. If there is :::10 readiness to reach agreement on an equitable basis on 

which this working grnup would have to work, what prospects can there be for the work 

itself of such a group? Thus the sterile debates of our Committee would actually be 

transferred to a nominally-established working group. One can presrnae in advance 

that such a step would be a mere waste of time. Furthermore, the establislli~ent of 

a working group under such conditions would zive rise to baseless illusions in world 

public opinion. Even in the General Assembly tho false impression would be created 

that the Committee had set about a business~like discussion of the problems relating 

to nuclear weapon delivery vehicles if the Committee's report were to state that an 

approprie.te working :;roup had been set up, whereas in fact the work of this group 

under the conditions in question could not load to any positive result.s. 
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Alto:::;ether different prospects are opened up by the prolJosal of the delegation 

of the Soviet Union. Discussion of the problems relatin:., to nuclee.r VJeavon delivery 

vehicles on a basis of mutual compromise, VJhid-1 iWUld be created as a result of 

adoption by our Com.mJ.ttee of the principle of a "nuclear umbrella", VJould undoubtedly 

provide real possibilities for making progress. vie believe to be fully justified the 

point of vieVJ that the establishraent of a workint: group will make sense only if 

agreement is reached in regard to a definite common basis for the negotiations. Such 

a basis, of course, does not preclude the possibility that v::u~ious pr0blems and various 

opinions may arise in regard to the specific, practical solution of individual questions, 

but it- would create favourable conditions for o-vercoming difficulties and finding 

mutually-acceptable decisions. 

In the light of these facts, the question a:cises ~ VJhy do the dele;_:,ations of the 

Western countries continue to adopt an essentially negative position in regard to the 

principle 0f a "nuclear umbrellc~" and why do they cling to their unrealistic and 

unacceptable concept of a percenta~;e reduction. Their representatives in our Committee 

try to justify this position by e.lle&,ing that adoption of the proposal for the retention 

of a "nuclear umbrella" would upset some sort ci balance of forces, whereas a 11 percentagA 11 

reduction would maintain -- so the;y assert -- this balance throughout the process of 

general and complete disarmament. 

But what is the truth? \.Jhat have the representatives of the Western Powers in 

mind when they speal<. about maintaining a balance of forces? What balance is concerned? 

Recently the delegations of the Western Powers ho.ve often referred to c. "rough balance 

of deterrence". One can judbe from some of their statements that by this "rough 

balance" they mean the possibility for the two sides to deal a devastating blow at each 

other. 

But in this cormexion it is appropriate to point out a certain fact of some interest. 

Whereas the representatives of the Western Pm.J"ers in their statements here in the 

Committee speak of a 11rough balance of deterrence", on other occasions representatives 

of the same countries often state that they have a "manifr)ld superiority" over the Soviet 

Union in strategic deli very vehicles and nuclear weapons. vJe do not know -·~ in this 

case it is not xoeally so important -- on what they base these arguments about a 

"manifold superiorLy". The only important thing is that these two, at first sight 

incompatible, ideas are expressed in the proposal for a. percentage reduction of the 

numbers of delivery vehicles. 
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It is significant that even those who bai1dy orgwnents based on a 11nanifold 

superiority" are forced to admit that the Soviet Union has sufficient means for 

dealing a devasting retaliatory blaH at a possiblo aggressor and that tl1is fact will 

not in tJ:lG least be altered by a further intensification of the arms race. It is 

enough to recall the words of the United States Secretary of Defense, Hr. HcNanmra, 

who declared, when speaking in the Sub- ommittee of the Committee on Appro)riations 

of the United States Senate in connexion with the military budget of the United States 

for 1964~ 
11It would become increasingly difficult, regardless of the f()rm of 

the attack, to destroy a sufficiently large proportion of the 

Soviet's strategic nuclear forces to preclude major damage to the 

United States, regardless of how large or what kind of strategic 

forces we build. Even if we were to double and triple our forces 

we t-rould not be able to destroy quickly all or almost all of the 

hardened intercontinental ballastic missile sites." (B~arings before the Sub

~_!,~~J ;)f th·.'> CmNlP..J:tfi.Q on_~Q~riations.a Q§_ S;;n:ato .. 88th Cong_r.!'3~~:t· sr.;ssion, p.41 

In our opinion all these factors throw new light on the proposal for a 

percentage reduction of delivery vehicles. The question arises as to what would be 

the consequences of the proposal7 would it lead to the maintenance of a "rough balance 

of deterrence", or, rather, to a change in the correlation of forces in another 

direction, more favourable to the Hest? If ·-·- as it seems to us -- the United States 

position is based on the assumption of its "manifold superiority", which is, however, 

incapable of destroy·in2 or weakening the effectiveness of the Soviet Uni0n's means of 

retaliation, an attempt could be made to achieve the same goal in another t-Tay. If 

a new advance in armaments does not lead to this goal an attempt could be made to 

achieve it by means of a reduction of armaments carried out in a certain way. 

That is, roughly, tho train of thought which, in our opinion, is taking shape 

in the mind of certain military representati vos of the United States. Of course, 

we have no intention of juggling t-Jith the designs of anyone, but we cannot avoid the 

impression that the proposal for a percentage reduction, which is clearly based on 

the aforementioned assessment of the situation, is motivated by precisely such 

considerations. 
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Therefore we consider fully justified the ~1uestion raised on 16 June by the 

representative of the Soviet Union 2 Mr. Zorin; 

" •••• one cannot help -vvondering -vrhether some people in the United 

States~ trustin[, in their 'manifold SUJJeriority' in regard to the 

number of intercontinental missiles and borr:bers 2 are counting upon 

changing the situation durint the disarr:1amen t process in such a way 

that at some )articular moment the United States would still retain 

the capacity to deal a po1-verful nuclear blo-vr ·while the other side 

vwuld already have been deprived of that capacity." (El.ITDC/PV.l90, p;p.30-3l) 

In our view these circumstar1ces confirm once again the sound basis of the position 

of the socialist countries that a percentage reduction does not provide the least 

guarantee for the maintenance of any balance. 

On the contra~y, it is obvious that eQual conditions of security for all 

States 9 including the great Powers, can be ensured only if the prospect of 

reciprocal destruction is averted, and such a measure wouli have to be carried out 

simultaneously by the two sides. The most suitable and direct way to this 

objective would be the total elimination of all nuclear weapon delivery vehicles 

in the very first stage of general and complete disarmament, as was proposed by 

the Soviet Union in 1962 (ENDC/2). But, taking into account the objections of 

the Western Powers to such a solution, the socialist countries are prepared to 

accept the retention of a "nuclear umbrella". In our opinion this proposal opens 

up a practicable path to the solution of the question of delivery vehicles. 

Last Tuesday the Czechoslovak delegation listened to the interesting statement 

made by our Nigerian colleague, Mr. Obi9 and in this connexion it would like to 

stress his realistj_c approach to the yuestion uncler discussion when he saidg 

"We feel, and strongly too, that the problem of nuclear weapons and 

their means of delivery not only deserves priority but belongs to 

a special category. It is for this reason that we express 

satisfaction at moves aimed at bridging the gap in the positions of 

the two sides. It is for this reason that we warmly welcomed both 

in the United nations General Assembly and in this Committee, and 

shall continue to welcome 9 the tvro Gromyko proposals. It is for 

this reason that we hail Mr. Zorin's elaboration of an idea tentatively 

proffered by Mr. Tsarapkin during the previous session for an appropriate 
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',Io:~kin G organ to consider the various issues pertaining to the 

elimin~tion of nuclear delivery vehicles, provided that the 

Committee approved the latest Gromyko proposal." (ENDC/PV.l9_2z p.l7) 

Fe listened with great attention to the stater;1ent n;ade today by the 

rsp:::'€GEmtative of India 9 1\fl:-.;. R.K. Nehru. We listenec'l with part:icular satisfactiun 

to his pledge that ths new Government of Pri:ne Minister Shastri will steadfastly 

cont!_::me the active v;ork for the realization of agreement on general c;,nd complete 

dis·1rmament and in ot:t:er fields important for the r.1aincenu.nce of peace and security. 

Tvfe elso noted with satisfaction the 1ray in which Nr. Nehru put forward his ideas 

on the question which we are now ~iscussing, the elimination of nuclear w8apon 

deli very vehicles, and the quc;stio<1 of establishing an appropriate working body. 

Of course, vre shall study with due attention all his extremely interesting i·ieas 

and 1-1e shall return to them -vr:1en this question is discussed at a subsequent 

meeting. -vie think that the constructive approach of our Indian colleague will 

great:-:..y cont1'ibute to the progress of oc::.r work. 

r..c1he Czechoslovak delegation regards as correct the proposal that the 

:p:r:;'.1Ciple of a •:nuclear umbrella" should be the basis for the negotiations of 2. 

working group? as proposed by tne Soviet Union. Only on this condition is th8 

cs-:;ablishment of a workin{S group likely to fulfil its purpose and lead to the 

ac~ievement of positive results. 

In conclud:.i.ng my statement? I should like on behalf o£' the Czechoslovak 

cielecation to express the :b0pe that the delegations of the Western Powers will 

reconside-r t:b.eir cttti tude in regard to the Soviet proposal and thus help to ensure, 

that the possi bili Jies which this l)roposc..l opens up for achieving progress in the 

negotiations on general and complete disarmament are utilized t0 the full e,nd with 

the least possible delay. 

Yir. THGrM§. (Uni tee_ Kingdom)~ By agreement v;re resume today our 

consideration of items 5 (b) and (c) of our agreed abenda (~~DC/52). Today and 

at our last hm Tuesday meetings the Committee has focu2ed. much of its attention 

on the suggestion made by Mr. Zorin on 9 Ju_11e that an expert w·orking group should 
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now be set up to consider in detail specific questions about the elimination of 

nuclear delivery vehicles (lli~DC/PV.l88? p.17). This morning I should like to 

offer some brief comments in the light of what has so far been said on that 

particular matter. 

Let me say at once that I warmly support the view that on certain key issues, 

such as the one now under consideration, the time has come v<hen the Committee should 

turn from general discussions and get down to a detailed technical examination and 

assessment of the many complicated factors involved. That is a vieu which we in 

the United Kingdom delegation have long held and expressed. 1>/e have persistently 

urged the Committee to adopt that procedure on specific problems, because we 

strongly believe that it offers one of the best ways of making progress in our work. 

Therefore we are most encouraged by the fact that, at least as regards one particular 

problem, this view now seems to be shared not only by our Soviet and East European 

colleagues but also by other members of the Committee. That being so, we now have 

an opportunity which we should not fail to grasp. I can assure you that the 

United Kingdom delegation will do all it can to ensure that this opportunity is 

not lost. 

I am sure we all agree that a working group on the problem of nuclear delivery 

vehicles will have to be established on some agreed basis if its work is to prove 

fruitful and constructive. 

last Tuesday 

As Mr. Zorin said in his statement at our meeting 

"In order to move forward in the work of the Committee it is essential 

to establish a working group 1..;hich would operate on an agreed basis." 

(lli~DC/PV.l92, p.23) 

However, we have not yet agreed on what that basis should be. Our Soviet and 

United States colleagues have both indicated to the Cor,;mi ttee what, in their view, 

that basis might be. In this connexion I noted that our Nigerian colleague, 

Mr. Obi, also mad.e some suggestions in an interesting and thoughtful statement at 

our meeting of 23 June (ibid., pp.l8, 19). This morning, if I may s~ so, 

Mr. Chairman, we have heard an important, helpful and constructive statement from 

you as leader of the Indian delegation. Of course we shall all wish to study your 
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remarks carefully in the verbatim record, but I should like to say now that I find 

myself in agreement with much of what you have said. I have no doubt that other 

representatives also have views which they may. lvish to put forward at an appropriate 

moment and which the Committee will wish to consider. 

The present position, therefore, can be described as fluid and open to 

negotiation. Provided maximum goodwill is forthcoming, I have every reason to 

hope it uill be possible soon to agree on the basis on 1vhich a working group can 

be established. As Sir Paul Mason suggested two weeks ago (ENDC/PV.l90, pp.l9 

et seq.), the position between the tvw sides is not really so far apart. In our 

view, a basis for a wor£ing group can be said already to exist. I shall not 

detain the Committee by repeating all the points made by Sir Paul on that occasion§ 

but I should like to recall the fact, as you yourself pointed out this morning, 

Mr. Chairman, that there are already many areas of common ground between the 

positions of both sides. 

In our view, on any objective analysis these points of agreement are more 

than enough to justify us in now turning to discussion of their detailed 

application. Therefore I was slightly disappointed, though certainly not 

disheartened, by certain remarks by our Soviet colleague last Tuesday (ENDC/PV.l92, 

pp.20 et seq.) which suggested that these areas of agreement which already exist 

were, in his view, not enough. I realize, of course, that Mr. Zorin is anxious 

to arouse support for the view of his delegation and of his Government on how to 

reduce and eliminate nuclear delivery vehicles from the arsenals of States by the 

end of stage III of a disarmament treaty~ but I am sure he woulQ be the first to 

agree that opinions can vary on hmv this mie,ht best be done. I am sure that 

Mr. Zorin would also agree that, pending a thorough and detailed analysis by an 

expert working group, it is somewhat premature for any of us to claim that this 

or that pr·oposal will necessarily provide us with the right ansv<er, with an answer 

we can all accept. 

That being so, it seems only sensible that if we in this Committee are to 

produce the right answer to the whole problem of nuclear delivery vehicles --

and, let us make no mistake about it, this Committee will simply have to produce 

the right answer sooner or later -- we should not prejudice the task of the working 
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group in helpint; u.s to produce that answer by attaching unduly restrictive 

conditions to its establishment an-i to its work thereafter. To my mind, that 

would be both unnecessary and even self-defeating. Indeed~ it mi5ht even 

prevent the Committee from reaching agreement on the basis on which the working 

group should be set up in the first instance. If this were to happen, I am sure 

we should all deplore our failure to seize what may be a potentially significant 

opportunity to make real progress in this Committee on one funda;,,en tal aspect of 

our work. 

Therefore it seems important to me that, in considering the basis on which 

the working group should be set up, we should try to steer a steady course between 

two extremes, a course which you, Mr. Chairman, described this m9rning as being 

"the middle road". On the one hand, the wor:k:in5 group should not be on such a 

narrow basis that its detailed technical analysis fails to produce helpful results. 

On the other hand, the working group should not be on such·a wide basis that its 

discussions become so diffuse as to be meaningless. 

In the view of the United KinLdom delegation, the suggestions put forward 

by our United States colleague, l!Ir. Foster, on 16 June (ENDC/PV.l90, p.48) 1vould 

provide us with one way of steering between the t1vo hazards I have just mentioned. 

Those suggestions ·;vould enable the workine:, group, among other things, to examine 

in detail and in depth the proposals put forward by our Soviet colleagues. At 

the same time, the -vrorking group 1v-ould not be precluded from examining other 

proposals in this specific field with precisely the same objective~ that is, 

the objective of reducing and eliminating all nuclear delivery vehicles from the 

military establishments of States by the end of the disarmament process. 

The Committee will have noted that Mr. Foster did not make it a condition 

that before a working group could be set up our Soviet colleague should accept 

in ~rinoiple the proposals on nuclear delivery vehicles in the Western disarmament 

plan. Mr. Foster's approach seemed to us a reasonable one. It' would provide 

the working group ~vi th a sufficient degree of freedom in discussion, without 

which its work is unlikely to be productive. For the same reason, 1-1e in the 

West should not be required to accept in principle as a precondition for the 

working group the Boviet proposals, or for that matter any other proposals, in 

this particular fielld. 
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I am sure that this was the thought which Mr. Obi had in mind last Tuesday 

when he urged the need for a forum giving scope for flexibility of approach, 

and when he said: 

"It could well be that ·after ••• discussions [f.n such a forui} 

a solution would emerge confirming the soundness of one plan or 

the other, or, even more likely and appropriately, a realistic 

compromise solution." (ENDC/PV.l92, p.l9) 

.It seems clear, too, that that was also the thought which you had in mind this 

morning, ¥~. Chairman, when you said that the terms of reference of a working 

group should not be confined to the proposals of only one side (supra, p .11 ) • 

As you said, both sides and, indeed, all members of the Comlilittee should have 

the right to make proposals on the basis of the terms of reference. 

Some of the remarks that were made this morning by the leader of the 

Czechoslovak delegation led me at the beginning to hope that his delegation too 

might be thinking along those lines, although I must admit that he did seem to 

retrace his footsteps at the end of his statement this morning. I hope, 

therefore, that our Soviet colleague will remember that, as both Mr. Foster and 

Sir Paul Mason pointed out on 16 June (ENDC/PV.L90, pp.47-48, 19-20), both sides 

are now agreed in principle that they should retain agreed numbers of nuclear 

delivery vehicles throughout the disarmament process, that those numbers should 

be lower than those which would be in their poosession when the disarmament 

process began, and that those retained missiles would constitute what could be 

called a "nuclear umbrella" to deter aggression th1•oughout the disarmament 

process. 

I realize, of course, that there are differences of view about the si2e 2 

the shape and other characteristics of this "nuclear umllrella" at different 

stages of the disarmament process. But surely these, as Mr. Zorin himself 

suggested at our meeting last Tuesday (ENDC/PV.l92, p.25), are matters which 

should be considered by the working group and on which we should reserve judgement 

until the group has carried out a detailed technical analysis. 
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irregular for me to make this comraent, I cannot fail to take note that the eminent 

former leader of the United Kingdom dslegation, Nr. Godberjl has come into the 

Council Chamber -- to make sure, I presume.; that we are doing all the things he 

would like us to do. I am sure we all wish to extend a warm welcome to him on his 

return to Geneva in another capacity, 
Your statement this morning, Hr. Chairman,. appears to us to be a most constructive 

effort to help find a basis for a detailed study of the problem of nuclear delivery 

vehicles, without prejudice, may I say, to either side. As my own remarks today will 

indicate, we are in agreement with a nw11ber of points vihich you have made. For 

example, we agree that the prli1ciple of balance set forth in the Joint Statement of 

Agreed Principles (ENDC/3) constitutes a basic consideration.to be applied to any 

proposal for the reduction of. armaments. \ie also agree that a working group should 

consider all the proposals relating to item 5 (b) of our agreed agenda (ENDC/52). 

I must; however, at the same time point out some views contained in your statement 

which we do not share. For example, we do not consider that the present levels of 

nuclear vehicle.s possessed by the United States are in excess cf what vle need under 

the present circumstances (supra,pp. 8.:.9). 1tJ'e shall, of course, wish to study the 

verbatim record in detail and shall probably offer more specific con~ents later. 

It is a hopeful sign that we are now considering the formation of the first 

working group of this Corumittee. It is a hopeful sign also that all members of the 

Committee who have addressed themselves to this subject have called for the creation 

of such a group. As the representative of the United Kingdom has indicated, he and 

his colleagues have been consistent in presenting this suggestion over a considerable 

period. Our task here, therefore~ is to find a mutually-acceptable basis on which 

such a group can be c-reated. The United States delegation believes that such a 

basis can be.found. JYiy remarks this morning are intended to help find such a basis, 

and find it promptly, so that.~e may soon get down to a business-like discussion of 

this major problem. 

At our meeting of 23 .June the representative of Nigeria.- Ivlr. Obi, made two 

basic points which could help to crystallize our thinking about a working group. 
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First)> he said that there should be no radical disruption of the balance lvhich 

appears to exist at the moment (ENDC/PV.l92, p.l6). This is a vital point contained 

in the Joint Statement of Agreed Principles and one with 1tlhich I hope we are all in 

accord. The balance which we must preserve covers both nuclear and conventional 

weapons. A working group would have to l{eep that in mind. As Hr. Obi p(Ulinted out2 

the links which other components of military power have with nuclear weapons must 

always be considered. 

Secondly 2 he suggested --as you have)> Mr. Chairillan -- that nuclear delivery 

vehicles deserve priority in our considerations and that they represent a special 

category (ibid. 2 p.l?). This is also a point which we support. Indeed)> we spoke on 

16 June in favour of a working group to consider the subject of nuclear vehicles 

(ENDC/PV.l90. p.48). Moreover, we have proposed that the disarmament process begin 

with a verified freeze of the numbGrs and characteristics of strategic nuclear 

vehicles (ENDC/~20). 

The representative of Nigeria then went on to point out that he could approve 

the substance of the most recent Soviet proposal (ENDC/2/Rev.l/Add.l). He said he 

could do so provided -- and this is an essential proviso -- that the present balance 

of power would not be dangerously upset during the process of disarmament. That 

proviso is, of course)> a key to the evaluation of the impact of the Gromyko proposal. 

It is impossible to determine whether the proposal would upset balance)> without a 

reasonably definite notion of the amount of the cut in nuclear vehicles it would 

require in the first stage. We believe that balance is one of the most important 

factors the working group should consider. An agreement in principle to the Gromyko 

proposal would prejudge that consideration because it would imply that the proposal 

would maintain balance. That conclusion can be dra~~ only by experts with all the 

requisite information in their possession. 

An expert working group is thus an appropriate forum for consideration of the 

concrete details concerning the elimination of nuclear vehicles, including the 

Gromyko proposal. Indeed)> we 111ould not object if the answers to the questions which 

many delegations have asked about the Gromyko plan were the first matters submitted 

to it. However, we should, of course, expect that the working group would consider 

any proposal)> including the United States plan for balanced, stage-by-stage reductions 

(ENDC/30 and Corr.l and Add.lj>2,3). 
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Another interesting intervention o.t our meeting of 23 JL1De was that of our Soviet 

colleague. I bel:Leve that some of his remarks could be helpful. I vTas glad, for 

example; to note ~~hat he set the record straight on one aSjJect of the Gromyko plan. 

He told us (ENDC/PV.l92., p.25) that 97 per cent or 99 per cent reductions of nuclear 

vehicles were not conte~)lated in the first stage of the Soviet proposal. That 

statement was supplemented this morning by the remarks of the representative of 

Czechoslovakia. Over the last session we made it clear that_, if that was the proposal 

which the Soviet Union had in Nind_, it could not be acceptable, for it would destroy 

the present be.lance. Of course. we should like to know more about the magnitude of 

the reductions which the Soviet Union does have in mind. A working group would seem 

to be a very good place in vJhich to receive and evalutate that sort of information. 

vJhile we arc grateful that Hr. Zorin corrected our misapprehension with respect 

to this matter:; he did nothing to dispel our concern that the Gromyko plan would 

involve substanti.::d reductions in the first stage --

11 ••• without inspection for hidden vehicles and ivithout improvement 

in the methods for keeping the peace 11 (ENDC/PV~l90, p.?J), 
as I said on 16 Jur.e. If we are in error on these points, ue should appreciate very 

much being so advised. 

The representative of the Soviet Union also discussed the question of missile 

Teduction under the United States propusals. He stated that» if general disarmament 

were delayed for a period of time~ tmder the United States plan States might have more 

delivery vehicles at the end of the first stage than they have now. Hhat ths Soviet 

representative overlooked W3.S that the United States suggested an immediate, verified 

freeze of strategj_c nuclear vehicles. This measure would put a lid on the expansion 

in numbers of vehicles to which the Soviet representative made reference. For just 

this reason, we hope that the Soviet Union vlill consider this measure seriously as 

He movG ahead. 

Let us noH t11rn to the Soviet representative 1 s statements on the working group. 

~Je believe we has opened the door, a little way at leastjl to the possibility of an 

acceptable basis for a working group. 

He 'J..i.~:_:,(:d (:s:r~;C/rV. ~-92J p .26) that we no1v proceed tc' '-· detailed discussion of 

We agree. 
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He talked about the eliminaticm of nuclear delivery vehiclGs from national 

a,rsenals at the end of the disarmament process. Ccncurrently he expr€ssed the idea 

that some delivery vehicles vJOuld be retained throughout the disarmament process 

We cgree with both thos8 steps. 

Nm.r let us look for a moment at the nJ.a.in point where vJe differ. The Soviet 

representative insists that the Gromyko proposal be accepted as the basis for 

negotiations and that it be the sole propose.l considered by the working group. ~ie, 

on the other hand,)) do not insist on our proposal as the only basis for negotiations. 

Nor do we insist on selecting it as the only plan to put before the working group. 

~Je believe that the working group should consider any reasonable proposal within, and 

any relevant consideration to~ the nuclear delivery item on the agreed plan of work 

(ENDC/52~ p.2,. item 5 (b)). The Soviet position is clearly unreasonable. No 

delegation should claim a monopoly of wisdom. No plan need be regarded as pe=fect. 

Except for that point of difference, a basis for establishing the working group;. 

which we all desire,. is in sight. Both sides agree that the working group should 

concentrate its efforts on nuclear vehicles. Both agree that such vehicles be 

eliminated from national arsenals at the end of the third stage. Now that the 

Gromyko plan has been extended to the'third stageil both agree that the disarmament 

process should take place under the protection of a nuclear deterrent composed of 

agreed levels of vehicles on both sides. That is all that is meant by the phrase 
11nuclear umbrella". Finally_. both sides have agreed that throughout the entire 

reduction process the Joint Statement of Agreed Principles (ENDC/5) should apply. 

He strongly believe that these points of agreement are sufficient to form the 

basis for the establishment of an expert working group on nuclear vehicles. We 

believe its formation no\oJ could help our work to move ahead promptly in a business

like · fas ion. · 

Li.j .Mikael Il'1RU (Ethiopia.)~ I have listened with the greatest interest to 

your statement this morning,ll Nr. Chairman~ and to those made by the representatives 

of Czechoslovakia~ the United Kingdo,n and the United States. I am happy to see that 

interest in the formation of a working group is now being generated and strengthened. 

I run also happy to see the former leader of the United Kingdom delegation, 

Ivlr. Godber" among us. It is good to knovJ that he still retains an interest in 

disarmament in spite of his extensive duties in other fields. 
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Hy intentio:1 in requestin; the floor this aorrang is to express the support of 

the delegation of Ethiopia fur the proposals already made oy several delegations f:w 

the establishment of a working e:,roup to consider fully the concept of a minimillil 

nuclear deterren'~ during the lJrocess of disarmament. vie are happy to observe that 

this concept nov enjoys a wide measure of acceptance in the Committee:. and we hope 

that a closer ex<unination in a business-like ·working g:coup vrill yield further results. 

In this matter the positions of both sides are becoming closer, and vle feel it is 

high time to pasa from general to more <:'letailed consideration of the proposals 

from debate to negotiations in a working group. 

The delegation of Ethiopia would like to express its appreciation to the Soviet 

Union for the accommodating spirit it has shovm in the latest modification of its 

proposals. However)' it is difficult and indeed uncomfortable to witness the 

spectacle of the thirsty horse~ after being led to the watering-place~ now being 

refused a generoc~s drink. That is the si[:;nificance of the controversy regarding the 

basis upon which the working group should be constituted. We know that the working 

group is going to discuss, in all its aspects and implications)' the concept of the 

minimwn nuclear deterrent. The principal object of the working group should be to 

exwnine and appraise all proposals, explore the areas of agreement~ and devise a 

realistic and practical measure acceptable to both sides. If that is the objective, 

we cannot afford to restrict too narrowly the terms of reference of the working group. 

The delegation of Ethiopia strongly urges the co-Chairmen to come to agreement 

on the particulars of the terms of reference. If agreement is not forthcoming~ 

item 5 (b) of the agenda could of course be referred to the working gr·::>Up as it 

sta,nds~ as suggested by you this morning" H1·. Chairman. 

Mr. ZORIN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)(transla.tion from Russian)~ 

He have list"lned ·w-ith great attention to the statements nade this morning by the 

representatives of India; Czechoslovakia, the United Kingdora and the United States 

of .America" as well as to the statement just made by the representative of Ethiopia. 
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They dealt with a number of general subjects of our discussion; such as the question 

of hoi,J we should pass on to a more concrete examination of the central problem -~ 

the elimination of nuclear weapon delivery vehicles. Some delegations have stressed 

the need to examine this question from a definite l;oint of view~ vJith a definite aim~ 

namely the speediest possible elimination of nuclear weapon delivery vehicles" while 

providing for the retention of a minimum number of delivery vehicles necessary for 

maintaining the security of both sides. 

The whole of the discussion this morning shows that there appears to be a desire 

to find a solution to the question of the basis for the activities of a working group; 

although" as it seems to usy today 1s discussion has still not provided a satisfactory 

answer to this question. Such is our opinion. \rJhat is the reason for this? 

It is because there have emerged somevJhat different approaches to the question 

of the basis for the activities of this working group. Everyone recognizes the need 

for the establish~ent of such a group. Indeed; the representative of India" when 

speaking about this basis of work, emphasized that the principle of a "nuclear 

umbrella" is indeed a matter of a directive for the vmrking group. "with that I can 

entirely agree. It is perfectly true. Further on he said that it was necessary to 

examine the problems of the elimination of nuclear weapon delivery vehicles with the 

aim of ensuring at the earliest stage of disarmament the elimination of all delivery 

vehicles" while a minimum level of such delivery vehicles would be retained by each 

side until the end of disarmament. I made a note of this from the simultaneous· 

interpretation? of course there may be some inaccuracies.ll but that is the meaning. 

As I understand" the representative of India aims at providing such a basis 

for the activities of our working group as would preclude any possibility of a 

repetition of the general discussions as to what should be the purposes of our work~ 

the main direction of our work" and at making the vmrking group a body in which it 

would be possible to ex~nine really concrete problems relating to the establishment 

of this minimum deterrent, as some call it here~ or lvhat we call a "nuclear wmbrellan11 
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o.:1d tc rreclude any attempi:. tc lCVa.Cie tho solution of this proble;n by exami:J.ing pl:3.ns 

~;hich 3sss:1tially rule od the main objective "'·- the s~eedicst possible elimination 

of d<::U.vs:~y vohicJ.es w:-clle pl"o·vidic::g for the retention of a minimum nllffibcr of such 

delivs:.'y vehiclEs c:ts <1n 11 ll'''b'··ellan. 

I ~~link thct a see.rch :.n this directiun ur>doubt:::dly deserves attention_, although 

th::; formula mentioned by l'fl!.'. thh:::u seems at first sight b be still insufficiently 

1:o~ksd out. But, obviously_, we sh-3.11 have to study the text of his statement_, and 

-vre shall do so. I ·i:.l1ink ·Lha.t othor representatives will do likewise. 

Tb.J United K:i.rgdo:1. :>·2p:..'c:.:;c.r:~,-::tive llas also spoken at today 1 s meeting. I am 

!Jocmd to say that h8, C,oo_, PP}'G..o:.rs to havG rr.s.de an attempt to approach in a slightly 

m0ro concrete me.nner the qucs·!:.io::J. o:' the basis for the activitiss of the working 

group_. ar:.d to have tried t0 find a basis fo:' this uork. In doing so~ he put forward 

C.i."itoria vlhich are of soma interest and which sho-vr that on the one hand~ as he said, 

the working grou:;; should not 1)8 restricted to technical matters alone, in order not 

i:,o have "Goo nar:::ooH a basis fo.r the activities of this vrorking group. On the other 

hand~ its -se:::-ms of ::,:cferenco should not be too wide; lest it be transformed into a 

re'Jlica. of our Cr;:n.:nit'-;Gc. Thia approach and these criteria are noteworthy because 

~hey rr.ake it pos:Jible to seek fot' sr1.ch a. r3.sis f0r tho activities of the working group 

z.'." Fou.ld pro-.·ide a~ opportunity to deal in real earnest -v1ith a number of practical 

c..J.c J:,::..0ns within t.l.1e scope o:': 2.'1 already-defined concept~ so as not to go beyond the 

:.c0~ •J c•J..> the.~ concspJ" and ::wt to transform the working group into a replica of our 

Co;"'~.:ii:.c 3G. Onl;v o~ thi>, condition will thet'e be any practical sense in establishing 

Ro·,ro·Jer_. in rcfurri1~g to the United S 'l.tes proposals;> Hr. Thomas expounded his 

v :,.~·~.L0n in ~mch a ;,;r"Y that it WP_s bound to give ris•3 to very great doubts. He said, 

:: . .-o'~ jnstc..nce;> i!UG considsr t.'-' . .1t the nllffiber of missiles to be retained should be lower 

tl).illl tl1<:1 sxi3t:.::~, le·.'sl 11 -- -~ha·li ic' ho~J I jotted it down from the simultaneous 

i.:,C.;_,l·p:-stat7.on. Is t~1a.t a c:;Hericn fo:.- est<-iblishing '" sound basis for our work in 

t:. v.rorldng party? L1t l:G:re a2,a:~n the same question arises~ how much lower? Is it a 

q'J.cstion of ret['intng a raaxir'Jltn or a minimllffi? lrJhen ;vcu say "lower"" this clearly 

s~1ows t~~at it is a ql'.sction of u m:o .. 'Cimum. It is some small reduction. That is how 

tb..::: me:1ning of your sta te.'llent can be interpreted. 
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But if you wish the working group to be established on such a basis -- that is, 

on the basis that the number of missiles to be retained would merely be lower than 

the existing level ·-- I am sorry)) but no agreement is possible on such a basis. On 

such a basis a working group would be paralysed from the outset. You see~ here we 

have two different approaches~ we propose the retention of a minimum number of 

missiles for the two sides or for two States~ whereas you propose only a slight 

reduction of their number. These are two different approaches. Is it not obvious? 

I think this is clear to the United Kingdom representative as well. 

But'I note that the United Kingdom representative is QDWilling today to make 

his position mo::::'e p!'ecise and to say Elore clearly what sort of number it would be 

more than half or less than half. He is unwilling to speak about this today. Why? 

Because~ as I see it~ he is seeking to get us to agree to go into a working group 

without knowing clearly 111hat our partners want. He will not go into such working 

group without knowing beforehand what our partners want. After all; we tell you 

clearly what we want •. Then give us an answer; are you for this or against? Then 

it 111ill be clear whether we shall have a basis for discussion or not. 

He already know your position on the whole~ and 1.v-e tell you that it is 

unacceptable to us. If you stick to the position of a percentage reduction of nuclear 

weapon delivery vehicles; as proposed by the United States~ we tell you in advance 

that we do not agree to it. On that basis there would be no agreement between us in 

a working group. 

What you tell us in regard to our position is not altogether clear. In his 

statement this morning, ~rr. Foster pointed out that we had somewhat facilitated the 

position of the Un~ted States delegation wJ,en we said that we did not at all 

contemplate the retention of only 3 per cent or 1 per cent of all the delivery 

vehicles now possessed by the United States and the Soviet Union. But he did not 

fully explain his attitude towards our proposal that the principle itself of a minimum 

should be taken as the basis. Today Hr. Th8l"llaS limited himself to the formllla that 

the number of missiles to be retained should be lower than the existing level. That 

formula does not satisfy us. It does not give us a clear picture of the position 

you take; of the basis on which you wish to conduct negotiations in the working group. 
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Therefore, in order thc.t \W m2.y l"eally find a basis, you mu.st state clearly 

your po,si tion in regard to the J,min quo.stion: do you <.gree that the 1vhole question 

of the elililinati on of nuclear wr,:JGl)On deli very vehicles should be ex3lllined in the 

light of the principle thc.t only 2, minir,nJJn, or rnthor a certnin portion, of the,se 

vehicles should be retained for thEJ purpo.se of ensuring your security n:rtd our.s? If 

you o.re in agreement with this principle, then there is a basis for negotiations. 

But if this princi:;Jle is lacking, if you do not accept this principle, eve do not :;:ee 

on what basis it would be po.s.sible to c.rri ve Cct c.n o.greement in the working group. 

I have c.nother reason for dealing with this question in so much detail. It is 

because the United States representnti ve, Ylr. Foster, in giving some explanation 

of his position today, rather tried, I would so.y, to make out that 11the Soviet Union 

insist.s that the Gromyko proposal be accepted as the sole proposal. We the 

United States, on the other hand, do not .suggest that our proposal be taken a.s the 

only one.rr In sG.ying this Hr. Foster implied thct the position of the Soviet Union 

is inflexible whereas that of the United StG.tes is flexible. That, at least, is how 

I understood these statements of the United States representative. 

In the first place I must .scy, hmvever, thc.t the Gromyko proposal is only o. 

proposal of principle. In feet it does not contain any figures, nor d0 es it give 

any concrete formulation of what i,s meant by n 11nuclear umbrella11 in terms of its 

specific characteristics. Consequently this proposal can only be regarded cs n 

principle. But the proposal which you have submitted is an absolutely concrete 

proposul - it ro ntains not only the principle of n percentage reduction, but also 

the figures for thj_s percentage reduction. You say QUite clearly: 30 per cent 

tn the first stc.ge, 35 per cent in the second stage, Qlld the rest in the third 

stage. Here there are different ap<JroachE s. Conse~uently there is a great 

difference in determining what cnn be taken ns the bu.sis for the activities of the 

working e;roup. 

If -vm took yo'lil' proposal as the basis, the negotiations in the 1vorking group 

would be reduced to the reaching of agreement on very small problems, because in 

that case we would have accepted not only your principle of a percentage reduction 

but clso a concreto applicntion of this principle. It is obvious that such a 

proposal cannot ~e accepted. l..nd you say quite sensibly that you do not insist on 

this proposal ns the sole basis for negotiations. But it is unsuitable to us not 

only as the sole proposal but also as o.. stnrting point. It is unsuitable to us 

because, as we have already sho1vn, we cllilllot accept the principle of a percentage 
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reduction for reasons thc.t concern the maintenonce of balance at ell stages of 

diSclJ:'in3Iilent. 

You yourselves sc..y that you agree that thits balance must bG maintained. But 

today you h<:cve not told us anything about how you refute the arguments which we have 

put forward at the last two meetings. We have put arguments end datn before you; 

we have taken your data and shown that already at the end of the first stage of 

disarmament you would gain, under your proposal, an advantage over the Soviet Union. 

In that case, what becomes of the principle of balence? You have not given us any 

answer this morning; you have not refuted these data. It is q_uite obvious th.::.t the 

United State.s proposal cennot be one of the proposals to be taken as a starting point 

for discussion in the working group. It cannot be a starting point, because it 

infringes the basj_c principle which you and we have accepted - the principle of balance. 

Further, you say that you are in favour of the United States proposal for a 

percentage reduction being considered, but that you are not in favour of your 

proposal being the only one, 1--.rhereas the Soviet Union insists on the Gromyko proposal 

being the only one. No. That is incorrect. We do not all say that the Gromyko 

proposal should be the only one. We say that we wish the principle laid down i~ the 

G::::-omyko proposal to be taken as the basis of the activities of the working group. 

We are prepared to consider proposals which may be in accordance with this principle 

any proposals, provided they are in accordance with this principle: the prtnciple 

of the retention of a minimum deterrent in the initial stage of disarmament •. 

If you agree to this, we are prepared to consider any proposal of yours. 

Do submit any proposal that is in accordance with this principle, but not_a 

proposal that would infringe this principle and lay down a different one - a 

principle which infringes the balance between the t1..ro sides. That is where we 

differ. The essence of the Gromyko proposal is that it lays down a definite 

principle for the solution of the problem: a minimum deterrent, ~or so-called minimum 
11nuclear umbrella", would be retained and all nuclear weapon deli very vehicle$ would 

be eliminated in the shortest possible time in the first stage of disarmament. 

What this HumbrellQ11 should be, its characteristics, its expression in terms of 

quantity, the phases of its elimination, its control and so on are matters we are 

prepared to discuss. 

But we have not yet a single formal proposal in regard to which we would say: 
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"Here iEl c, proposal. Take it Ol' leave it. n \,Je do not say that. Let us di .scuss 

in a vJOrking grouiJ whut the minimun deterrent 1-rould be. If it is n q_ue,stion of the 

minimlli-:1 deterrent according to l'fr. Thomas 1 s formulct, there will be nothing doing, 

beco.use that is not a 11minimumlT deterTent, but rather a "maximura11 • 

L.s you see, there is .still a greo.t divergence in regard to the very o.pproach. 

to the q_uestion of what is to be the bL:sis of the activities of tho "wrking group, 

Neverthelea.~:, I am not inclined to reg2rd all the theses that have been advanced 

here as wholly negative. I think that we should continue the exchange of opinions 

both at officio.l c:. nd informal meeting,s, w'1d try to find a formula which could become 

a bc.si s for the terms of refel'ence c.nd c.cti vi ties of the working group. 

I naked for the floor today solely in order to demonstrate to our ~vestern 

colleagues and to the whole Committee th2t we are not at all insisting on our 

proposal out of capriciousness. If you put forward reasonable proposals that 

comply with the pr:Lnciple of a minimum deterrent, we are prepared to consider them. 

But to work to no purpose in a >vorl,\:ing group ivhen there is no real basis of 

principle, we cons~_der to be vJrong. It would be a sheer waste of time and, where 

public opinion is eoncerned, it would create the illusion that something is being 

done, when we :llready know beforehand thnt nothing concrete can come out of the 

discussion because we h2_ve different approaches, 

Lfunt I run anxi.ous f0r is thc.'ct He .should arrive at a single approach. 

striving to find tl:.i.s single appro2.ch, and I see in the statements of the 

vle are 

representatives of Italy Qlld Ethiopia definite efforts to find it. I do not think 

they have yet found. what i.s nece.ssnry. But they are .seeking, it seems to me, in 

the right direction, c.nd I think th2.t He ought to join in this search. I v!Ould 

earnestly request the represent~tive of the United States, the representative of the 

United Kingdom ani cu.r other collengues to think over everything thnt has been said 

in the statements made this morning e..nd to understand thnt what we want is not 

sterile work but work founded on the ndoption of definite positions of principle, on 

the basis of ~Vhich it would be po.ssible to arrive at a concrete techn:icnl solution 

of a whole nU:JJ.ber of problems thct arise in connexion with the ndoption of the 

principle which we :twve put forHard. 

Thc.t is whnt I wished to sr.y tod.o;y. I think it would be useful to mnke the 

most of nll the pos;3ibili ties of our contc.c'W, including the contacts of the 

co-Chairmen, to whieh the representative of Ethiopia referred tode.y. He must all 
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try to reflect during tl1e corn.ing Heek, 8Jld if thsre c.re r.ny c.cl.ditionc.l 

considerations they will ho.ve to be considered; cr1d I think thc.t -vre sl1:~l ho.ve to 

continue the discus.sion of this question next 'I.'uesdcy. Perhe.p.s 1-Je sh:::J.l find n 

positive solution to this importont ouestion so 8.s to set ccbout c. nore concrete 

e:;:o.min£.1.tion on 1m accepted definite bnsis. 1;Jithout this basis we consider the 

establishment of a >vorking group to bo useless. 

Mr. FOSTER (United States of 1'.meric8.): I will not comment in det::'.il on 

my Soviet colleague's remc.rks, as I believe it desirable to awc.it the translation of 

his statement. At times Mr. Zorin appenred to be in agreement with us, end at others 

he seemed in disagreement, Ho-.vever, I can agree with his recommendc.tion thc.t the 

co-Chairmen should pursue this subject at their future meetings during the 

remainder of this week in order, as he said, to c:ttempt to mcke progress, and that vJe 

should have a further discussj_on of this important subject next Tuesday. :.ccording 

to my understanding of the simultaneous interpretation, he stated tho.t the 

United States proposo.l w2.s concrete and the Soviet Union r s propos2.l was not, but that 

whc:.t was needed was a concrete proposal. Therefore I think I had better await the 

translntion of his statement, I hope that on reading it I will fj_nd thG.t 1..re have 

mo.de more progress thm1 my first impression indicated. 

The CHJ,JJit1/J'J (India): Before we pass on to the consideration Of our 

collUnuniaue, I should like to sc.y a word about one of our former colleagues who is 

visiting us today. Not having had the privilege of meeting r1r. Godber, I was not 

aware of his presence in the ~>Distinguished Visitors 1 Galleryil; but now thc.t my 

attention has been d:!'awn to hi.s presence let me say, in my capo.ci ty as 

representative of In die. and also as Chairman of today 1 s meeting, that we are ho.ppy 

to see him here and happy to knmv thnt he continues to toke a deep interest in our 

work, to which he himself in the past made such a valuable contribution. 
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11The Conference of the Eighteen-Nc:tion Cormittee on Diso.rmnment 

today held i t,s l94th :plene.ry w:;eting in the Palni.s des Nections, Geneva, 

under the Chnirmcn,shi:p of H.E, J:.mbussc.dor R.K. Nehru, repre,sentati ve of 

In din. 

11Sts.tements 1..rere m3.de by the representatives of India, Czechoslovakia, 

the United Kingdom, the United States of J,merica, Ethiopia and the Soviet 

Unicn. 

;;r_rhe next 1nee\;ing of the Conference will be held on Thursd3.y, 

2 July 1964, at 10,30 a,n,n 

):']1=--E?_meeti:r:tP; rose o,_t_12. 30 p.m. 




